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Abstract. A basic system k a nonempty collection of finite incomparable subsets of a set such 
that for any two subsets or bases in the collection, any flement of one basis can be replaced by 
some element of the other to give another basis in the collection. In a basic system, any subset 
of one basis can be bijectively exchanged for distinct ;lements of another; for a fir&~: set, basis 
complements also have these properties; and certain conditions will guarantee that two such sys- 
tems on the same set will contain a common basis. All proofs are new, elementary, a2d set-theo- 
retic. In addition, they suggest efficient algorithmic procedures whose efficiencies ar: calculated. 
1. Intmduction 
Many examples can be found in mathematics of a set S together with 
a certain nonempty family g of incomparable subse,ts of S which satisfy 
the set-theoretic property of the “basis exchange” axiom cf combinato- 
rial pregeometries ( ee Definition 1). These include :
(1) Maximal independent sets of (torsion-free) elements in a Noethe- 
rian module. 
(2) Bases of a finite dimensional vector space over’ a division ring. 
(3) Vertex spanning, circuit-free subsets of edges of a finite graph. 
(4) Maximal supports of partial bijections (matchings) dominated by 
a relation R C S X X in which either S or X is finite. 
(5) Maximal collections of subsets of a finite set with a system of dis- 
tinct representatives a  well as maximal sets of rows of a (O-l)- 
matrix which dominate a square submatrix with a nonzero pel- 
manent. 
(6) Transcendence bases relative to a ground field k of an extension 
field K of finite transcendence de,gree (i.e., maximal sets of alge- 
braically independent elements over k of elements S in K trans- 
cendcntal over k). 
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Properties, apparently stronger than basis exchange, have appeared in 
the literature for such a family %?. Usually, these results have been 
phrased in the: language of cumbinatorial geometries (matroids) with 
some familiarity with the subject of geometries needed to follow their 
proofs. 
We mention some of the more striking of these results and outfit 
them with new and purely set-theoretic proofs. Although no knowledge 
of the theorems and vocabulary of combinatorial geometries i  needed 
to follow the following arguments the reader may be motivated to find 
out more about tile area in which these results were first conjectured 
and studied (e.g. [ 2, 4, 51). 
The main results of the paper can then be reinterpreted for eadh of 
the preceding examples. For example, Proposition 2 applied to (2) states 
that the domains of maximal partial bijections dominated b:v a relation 
have a common cardinality (a result proved most directly by the “aug- 
menting path theorem”). Proposition 5 applied to (3) states th.at mini- 
mal suosets of edges which meet every circuit of a finite graph have pro- 
perties similar to bases (thereby suggesting the notion of the dual *.;:‘a 
planar graph). Proposition 6 applied to (6) suggests hat if A = a! 1 , . . . , ct, 
and B = & , . . . . & are two transcendence bases of an extension field K 
relative to a grourld field k, then for some permutation c~ E Sn, 
(A - Qi) U flocll are algebraically independent subsets over k for 
i E [ 1, n I. Corollary 8, when app%ied to (S), gives us the special case 
that if a set S contains 2k + 1 (or 2k) elements and if there are two fa- 
milies 9, and 9,, each consisting of k subsets of S such that in S there 
are two disjoint systenls of distinct representatives for each family of 
subsets Y1 and Yz, then S contains a system of distinct representatives 
common t, T, and !?*. Finally, Proposition 9 in the context of (3) 
states that given any two spanning trees of finite connected graph and a 
subset of edges ini one, there is a subset of edges in the other such that 
if the &sets are exchanged between the two trees, two new spanning 
trees result. 
our proofs are all constructive and for these cases, algsrithms are im- 
plicitl:, given. We then estimate uppeT bounds on the nurnber of steps 
needed for the algorithms. An example of our methods then determines 
that, in order to find a subset Qf column vectors Y’ of a non-singular 
100 Y: i 00 ;xlatrix Y to symjmetricalty exchange with 20 column vt:ctors 
oq-singular matrix X, one n ;eds to compute at most 5 x 1 01° 
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determinants. Qn the other hand, finding this subset by the classical 
method of the kaplace expansion theorem: 
det M(X) det M( Y) = 
- s + detM((X--X’)U Y’) detM((Y - Y’) u X’) 
Y'c_ j 
involves the computation of over 1021 determinants. 
2. The main results 
Definition 1. A nonempty family 93 i>f incomparable finite subsets of a 
set S will be cahied a ba,sic systwn if for all B, B’ ~93 and all x E B, 
there is a y E B’ such that (B - x) U y E c10 . The members of 93 are 
called bases and we say that x can be exchanged for y. Note that by in- 5 
comparability, we rnay assume that if x E B - B’, then y E _B’ - B. 
Proposition 2. All bases in cl basic system are equicardinal. We call this 
common cardinakty the dimension dim(c10 ) of the qwtem. 
Proof. Given ba.ses B and B, , we may inductively exchange an element 
XiEBi - B for an c:lement yi E B - B,, obtaining a new basis Bi+l = 
(Bi -- Xi) U yi which is equicardinal with Bi but with decreasing symme- 
tric difference with B. MJe may proceed until B, - B is empty in which 
case by incomparability B, = B and IB, I = IB, I = IBI. 
The proof of the following proposiCon is immediate. 
Proposition 3. Given subsets S, and S, Df S, the family 9’ of all 
btases of c50 which contain S1 ar:d are disloiilt fkom S, if rlonernpty is 
also a basic system Hence the family ?o” = (B - S, : B E 78 ‘) = 
{B -- S, : B E 9 , S - S, I> B >_ S, ) den::) ted c10 IS1 - S, is ~1 basic sys- 
tern of the set S - (S, U S,) of dimensil,)n dim@) - IS, I. 
oposition 4 (Symmetric exchange axkm). If 93 is a basic system with 
bases B and B’, then for all x E , there :xists y E B’ such t 
CJ y and (B’-y) u x are both bases. We s~ty x car; be exe 
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Proof. We use induction on dim(g) noting that the result is trivial for 
dimension one (and zero). Assume the proposition holds for dimension 
n- 1 and let dirn(LS6) =n. et X and Y be two bases of g with x E X. 
We will find y E Y whkh can be exchanged vrith x. Assume y1 can be 
exchanged Car x giving 
B, =(X - x,l u y1 . 
Now exchange yl E Y For an element in X. If it can be exchanged for x, 
we are dane, so assume it can be exchanged for x’. Then we have 
B, =(Y-y*)u.x'. 
L 
But B; =g2 _y= Y -- y1 and X’ = X - x’ are both bases of the basic 
system 93/x’ of dimension P - 1 9 so by the induction hypothesis we 
may symfiletrically exchange A: E X’ with something, say y2, in B;. X’ 
then becomes& = (X - x - x’) u y2 and B; becomes Bb = x 
u ( Y--y 1 --y2 ). Hence iri 93 we have bases 
B, = (X-x) u y2 , 
B4=xUx’~J(Y-y1 -y2). 
P&V exchange x‘ E B, for some element y’ in Y. But since x’ E B4 - Y, 
~7’ cc I’ - B, = (_q , y2 }. Thus either 
B, =xu (I’-- yl) 
or 
B,=xu(Y-y2) 
are in 93. 3~ R, along with B, proves the proposition with y = yr and 
B, along wit:. B, proves the: proposition with y = y2. 
Propmtion 5 (Dual basis axiom). If S is finite, then the system of com- 
pleme, its of %, 30 = (S - B:: B E 93 ) is a basic system occasionally 
called the dual or orthogonal basic system of V. We have dim(%) = 
ISI - dim@). 
roof. Gvsn B, B’ E % and x E B, then eitherx E B’ in which case ex- 
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change is trivial, or x E S - B’ E g and it can be exchanged in g with 
y E (S - ,!3) - (S - B’) = B’ - B to give B” = ((S - B) - y) U x which 
is a basis of 93. Hence S - B” = (B - X) U J* is in C%, where _J* E B’, and 
the exchange axiom is satisfied. 
The following proposition was discovered by Brualdi as a generaliza- 
tion of a theorem about transversals [ 11. His original proof was consi- 
derably longer and nonconstructive. He also showed by counterexample 
that the proposition cannot be strengthened to guarantee abijection for 
symmetric exchdllges. 
Proposition 6 (Bijective exchange axiom). Given two bases B atld B’ ilz 
g, there is (z bijection f: B -+ B’ such thif t for all x E A?, (B - x) U f(x) 
isin% 
Roof. Again we use induction on dim(q) = IZ noting that for rz = 1, the 
result is trivial. Now assume 2 E B can be symmetrically exchanged with 
y E B’. The:? (B’-y) w k E 93 , so that both B = B-Z and B’ = B’--y 
are in 93 /.F (a basic @em of dimension -1). Hence by induction, 
we m;l.y fi all a bijection f’ :B + B’ such that (B - x) u f’(_x j is in g/x 
for all x E j?: where f’(x) E B’ = B’ - y. But then (B - x) u f'(x) is in 
c10 for all x E B - x; and defining f(x) = f’(x) for x # i? and f(x) = y , 
gives rhe required bijection. 
Proposition 7. Let S be a set with 2k + 1 ehzents. If g1 is II busic sy.:= 
tern 012 S of dimension k + 1 with B, , B; E 93 1 such that B, U B; = s, 
and ij 9, i4; a basic system on S of dimension k with B, , B; E c13 2 s~h 
tbrat B, n 18; = 8, then there are bases i?, E ~33 u and E2 E 9, such thaf 
B, and R2 partition S (i. c. B, = S - E2 ). 
Proof’. We prove this by induction on k noting that the result is trivial 
for k = 0. Assume we have proved the proposition for k = PI - 1 a Let 
S = 2n + 1 and let I?,, Bi , B, and Bi be as specified above. Then 
16, f~ BiI = 1 and IB, U B;I = 2~ Assujne EL n B; = x and S - (B2 
u B; ) = y. 
Gzse 1: x # y. Since B, U Bi = S, we may assume ~7 E B, - Bi o EC- 
change _V with some element, say z, from W; - B, to get 
bi =(B; -z)Uy inq,. 
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Then B, (7 ii; := (x,y}andS-(B1 U&)=z.Sinst:S-(B2 UB;)= 
y # JC, we may assume x E ,Bi - B, . Exchange x for some element, say 
i, fr0nr B, - B; to get 
ii; = (B; -x) u w in& 
Then B, n b; =\vandS- (B2 U&>= {x,_v).Bl - (x4 and 
B; - {x, y} are disjoint dimension  - 1 bas4es of the system C$.?; = 
ci~J[x,y) on the 2(n - 1) t= 1 set S - (x, y); and B, and B; are di- 
mension p2 bases of “e; = 108, - {x, y} whose union is S - {x, y), so by 
induction there exist bases B; E c10 i, and B; E 58 ; which arc, disjoint 
and whose union is S -- {x, y}. 
Then if we let B z =B;U {x,y}andB2=B;,wehavethatfjl@191, 
B2 E 9 2, and B, and .g2 pzirtition S as required. 
Case 2: x = y. Let y” be any element of S ctistinct from x and proceed 
as in Case 1, but make both exchanges with _I~’ (instead of y and x res- 
pectively) to find two g, bases containing x and y’ and two 9 2 bases 
containing neither x nf>r y’. We can th:n make the same arguments find- 
ing a basis B; in the sy stem ‘-36 ‘24&/{x,y’} andab,tsispt in8; = 
Y2 -. {x, y’) such that H; and& partition:? - {x, y’}, so 
B; U {x, y’) E 9, and B, = EI E g~2 partition S. 
Corollary 8 (Common basis axiom). lfg 1 and 93* are two basic sys- 
tems of dimension k OI! a SE t with 2k or 2k f 1 elements and if each 
contains two disjoint bases, then they contain a common basis, 
Proof. Adjoining an element o the set if necessary to give it cardinality 
2k + 1, we then consider Gr and 93, which satiscy the conditions for 
Proposition 7, so that both 93, and cifl, contain the common basis - 
B, = S’ .- B:. 
The following proposition was first proved by Greene [ 31 and proved 
independently by the author. It was conjectured by Professor G.-C. Rota 
based on results in classical invariant heory. There aj:e two advantages 
of the Mowing proof: It dces net rely on the theory and notation of 
combinatorial geometries. Further, a careful rleatling of the steps invol- 
ved shows that tlhe exchange may be effected “one element at a time”, 
thereby leading to an algori :hm which i;%ows linc!arly with the dimen- 
sion of the basic system. 
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We prove this axiom by constructing a sequence of internediate 
bases which we display as a subset of X followed by a subsct of Y. 
Proposition 9 (Symmetric 
bases of 9 and X’ is u strikw 
such that (X - A?) u 
Roof. Considering 99 - (S _p (X W Y)), we may assume S = X W Y. We 
use induction an k = WI noting t at the result is roposi tion 4 for 
k = 1. Now assume the propositio holds for all k < n, and let IX’ I = N 
with x E X’. By induction, we may excha X (symmetrical- 
ly) with some subset Y’ of Y to get bases 
Bl ZJ_C__ W 
I - x) u I” ) 
B, =(X’-x)u(Y-- Y’). 
Now exchange x in B, (-Y) with some element J E Y - Y’ in Y (-43 ). a 
This gives bases 
B,=(X-X')u(Y'uy). 
B, =xu(Y-y). 
Now exchange the II -- 1 subset X’ - x in ,Y symr.letricaiiy with some 
subset Y” G Y - y in B, to obtain bases 
B5 = (X - X’) u x u Y" , 
B,=X’u(Y-(Y”uy)), whereye Y--+“u Y“). 
Since y $ Y’, we have 1” - Y“ C, B, - B2 and so exchaj.ging Y’ - Y” 
in B, for some 6;ubset of 8, (-BB), we note that since X’ 5. B,, we can 
only get a subset of Y - Y’ from B, in which case B, will 
basis B7 containing X’ and a subset f Y - Y’. Since IX’I = 0 and 
IY’I= n - 1, this subset must be ail of Y -_ Y’ except one c1 ermcnt y’. 
But Y -- (Y’ u Y” u y) is alrea y in B, and is not exchangtd ol& so 
that y’ can only e in Y” U y. Hence 
B, =X’u(Y-(Y’uy’)), wljere y’E (Y- 
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Exchange x E l?, (A?,) for some elemeht in I?, 4 to qet B,. Since 
(X - X’) C 18,) we must get some y” E Y’ W y frorn’&. Eiut since Y” is 
* subset of B5, y” is not in Y”. Thus 
E), -(x--X’)u Y”Uy”, wherey”E(Y’-Y”)Uy. 
Now let 
q$ = qlJ((X - X’) u (Y' n Y'")) - (X’u (Y-(Y'u Y”uy))). 
This is on the set S’ f= (Y” - Y’) U ( Y’ - Y”) U y. The family cx3, con- 
tains the bases 
B;l = B, -_ (X _- X’) _ ( yy" n ,1.?‘) = (,” _ y’j L,r y" ) 
BI, = B, - (X __ J(‘) .- (Y.8 f-1 ,“) = ( y’ - ,“) c, y . 
Th,en Bi CI mi); = y” and Bb 13 1’3; y- &“. Let 
%2 = g/(x’ LJ ( y -- (:y’ CJ Y” U y))) - ((x - it-‘) U ( Y’ n Y”)) 
also on the set S’ with the bases 
B;; =B, - X’ - (Y - (Y' u Y" c-1 y)) = Y’ - y” ) 
B; =&, -X’_ (I’-- (Y’ u y” L1 y)) = ((y” - y’) 1) y)-._y' , 
sothatBknB;=Q)tindB&B; , = S’ - y’. Now apply Proposition 7 to 
get disjoint bases B; E 9 B and B; E % 2. 1-I :nce cio contains the disjoint 
bases 
- 
B, = B; u (X - X’) u (Y' n Y”) j 
B, =B;ux'u(Y-(Y'u Y"lJy)), 
with B, n X = X - X’ and B2 n _X = X’. Letting Y = B, (7 Y, we are 
finished 
R eferenccs 
3. Algorithamic efficiency 
The ma.in advantage of 
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the above proofs is that they lend themselves 
readily to the construction of algorithms for performing the appropriate 
exchanges. We emphasize this fact by calculating the efficiency of tb,: 
above implied algorithms. 
Assuming an efficient method for checking whether a given subset is 
a basis (e.g. lexicographic ordering of elements or com.puting determi- 
nants), we note that if dim(q) = ~2, making an exchange takes at most 
II checks while a symmetric exchange takes 2n. Hence Proposition 6 
shows that the exchange bijection takes at most 2n + 2(n - 1) + . . . = 
nz + n ck cks which is considerably less than the II@!) checks one might 
naively expect. 
For Proposition 7, we note that at worst we need k + 1 checks for 
g, and k for 3, to get from case k to k - 1. Hence (k + 1)2 checks 
are needed in all. 
For Proposition 9, if f(n, k) is the maximum number of checks need- 
ed to exchange a k-subset of an n-basis, we may assume k < in (other- 
wise exchange the complement). Following through the proof we ob- 
serve B, and B, will take f(n, k - 1) checks, B, and B, will take at 
most 2(n - k + l), B, and B, will takef(n - 1, k _- l), B, will take at’ 
most n - k + 1, while B, at most k. IS’ I 2 %k - 1 and finishing up by 
Proposition ‘7 with less than 4k2 checks we get 
f(n, k)<f(n, k- h)+f(n- l,k- l)+3n+4k2 
and hence f(n, k) i 2knk2, which is considerably less than the naive 
bound of 2(i). 
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